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Nonsmooth Dynamics of Contacting Thermoelastic Bodies (Advances in Mechanics and Mathematics)Springer, 2008
From the reviews:
"This monograph is devoted to methods of analysis and models of contacting systems dynamics, including heat generation and wears exhibited by such systems. … The monograph is generally well written and well organized. Strength of the book is the quantity and variety of example nonlinear system considered. This book...
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Electronics Sensors for the Evil Genius: 54 Electrifying ProjectsMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	Electronic Sensors for the Evil Genius: 54 Electrifying Projects was created as a voyage of discover}* for children, adults, science buffs, and for those curious at heart of all ages. This book was designed to provide a spark for the curiosity seeker, as well as to inspire curious children, students, and adults alike toward experimentation...
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Electronic Gadgets for the Evil Genius : 28 Build-It-YourselfMcGraw-Hill, 2004
The do-it-yourself hobbyist market, particularly in the area of electronics, is hotter than ever.  This books gives the “evil genius” loads of projects to delve into, from an ultrasonic microphone, to a body heat detector, and all the way to a Star Wars Light Saber.  This book makes creating these devices fun, inexpensive, and easy....
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Thermal Design of Electronic Equipment (Electronics Handbook Series)CRC Press, 2000

	In a field where change and growth is inevitable, new electronic packaging problems continually arise. Smaller, more powerful devices are prone to overheating, causing intermittent system failures, corrupted signals, lower MTBF, and outright system failure. Since convection cooling is the heat transfer path most engineers take to deal with...
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Ceramic Matrix Composites: Fiber Reinforced Ceramics and their ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008


	Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs) represent a relatively new class of quasiductile

	ceramic materials. They are characterized by carbon or ceramic fi bers embedded

	in ceramic matrices (oxide or non - oxide) with comparatively low bonding

	forces between the fi bers and the matrix. These weak intefaces, in combination

	with a porous...
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Ocean Circulation in Three DimensionsCambridge University Press, 2019

	Notable advances of the last quarter-century have deepened our appreciation of the three-dimensional nature of the ocean's large-scale circulation. This circulation has important implications for ocean chemistry and biology, atmospheric science, and climate. Ocean Circulation in Three Dimensions surveys both observations and theories of the...
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PCM-Based Building Envelope Systems: Innovative Energy Solutions for Passive Design (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2020

	
		PCM Enhanced Building Envelopes presents the latest research in the field of thermal energy storage technologies that can be applied to solar heating and cooling with the aim of shifting and reducing building energy demand. It discusses both practical and technical issues, as well as the advantages of using common phase change...
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The Monte Carlo Ray-Trace Method in Radiation Heat Transfer and Applied Optics (Wiley-ASME Press Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A groundbreaking guide dedicated exclusively to the MCRT method in radiation heat transfer and applied optics 

	
		The Monte Carlo Ray-Trace Method in Radiation Heat Transfer and Applied Optics offers the most modern and up-to-date approach to radiation heat transfer modelling and performance...
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Energy Harvesting with Functional Materials and Microsystems (Devices, Circuits, and Systems)CRC Press, 2013

	For decades, people have searched for ways to harvest energy from natural sources. Lately, a desire to address the issue of global warming and climate change has popularized solar or photovoltaic technology, while piezoelectric technology is being developed to power handheld devices without batteries, and thermoelectric technology is being...
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Data Visualization with JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2015

	
		You've got data to communicate. But what kind of visualization do you choose, how do you build it, and how do you ensure that it's up to the demands of the Web?

	
		In Data Visualization with JavaScript, you'll learn how to use JavaScript, HTML, and CSS to build the most practical visualizations for your...
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Thermal Food Processing: New Technologies and Quality Issues, Second Edition (Contemporary Food Engineering)CRC Press, 2012

	Thermal processing remains one of the most important processes in the food industry. Now in its second edition, Thermal Food Processing: New Technologies and Quality Issues continues to explore the latest developments in the field. Assembling the work of a worldwide panel of experts, this volume highlights topics vital to the...
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Practical Guide to the Packaging of Electronics, Second Edition: Thermal and Mechanical Design and AnalysisCRC Press, 2008

	As the demand for packaging more electronic capabilities into smaller packages rises, product developers must be more cognizant of how the system configuration will impact its performance. Practical Guide to the Packaging of Electronics: Second Edition, Thermal and Mechanical Design and Analysis provides a...
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